CONNECT WITH US

Visit
Highline College’s Computer Information Systems and Computer Science website: cis.highline.edu

Contact Us
Ravinder Kang
CS, Gaming, Mobile App, Web Development
Phone: (206) 592-3337
rkang@highlie.edu

ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS

Find a rewarding career in

BUILD YOUR FUTURE IN
Technical Communication
ABOUT TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

Demand for specialists in Technical Communication is growing quickly and according to CNN it is among the top 50 Best Jobs in America. The ability to create high quality technical content for internal and end user communication requires specific skills in IT technical tools coupled with communication and writing skills.

Students will learn about technical documentation, marketing and sales literature, learning and training materials, and technical editor. Job descriptions in this area would include Technical Author and Technical Writer.

LEARN SKILLS IN

Highline offers the following:

- Technical writing, advanced editing, and research
- Communications
- Persuasive Writing
- Web development including PHP
- Instructional design with animation
- Advance Office Visio and SharePoint
- Business practices
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